The first electronic killifish book ever published. This album is the first in a
series of publications on killifish., and represents a new and exciting way of
communicating information, photographs and graphic images in an extremely
cost-effective manner, that is in some ways superior to printed media.
Electronic books allow the integration of the traditional form of print media
with the search, reference and display power of the computer. As a result, the
user can view the material on the display in book form, yet have the ability to
enlarge photos and text, search for keywords, display the book as a slide show,
and enjoy the convenience of an index, a table of contents and thumbnails all
dynamically linked to each page, as well as a suite of features that allows the
user to determine the viewing environment.

The Gardneri Album consists of 44 pages of historic
and recent photos of members of the Fundulopanchax
(Paraphyosemion) gardneri group of killifishes. There
are 26 Anthony Terceira photos, some dating back to
1974. These are augmented with 13 location maps as
well as information on subspecies, locations and color
varieties. The album includes and is organized by t he
six recognized subspecies, Fp. gardneri gardneri, gardneri clauseni, gardneri lacustris, gardneri manfensis,
gardneri nigerianus, and gardneri obudensis.
The photos are the result of years of work from the
1970's through the present time. Some of these photos
depict populations that existed early in t he killifish
hobby, and are particularly useful in evaluating differences and similarities to populations available today. Where available, multiple photos of
the same fish taken at various times are included for t his purpose. As a result, these photos
are a virtual time capsule of gardneri populations, and in addition to t heir beauty, these photos constitute a valuable research tool.
Pop this self-starting CD into your computer and enjoy the this first of a kind electronic book.
See back for detailed program features, single and group rates.

